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Abstract
Density Functional methods are used to model the tandem aza-Cope rearrangement –
Mannich cyclization reaction leading to substituted acylpyrrolidines. The ultimate goal is to
determine optimum reaction conditions that maximize stereoselectivity, as only one set of
stereoisomers is pharmacologically active. Three aspects of the reaction are investigated. First,
we determine the relative size of three rotational barriers in the interconversion of two iminium
cation stereoisomers that are precursors to the aza-Cope rearrangement. The lowest energy
pathway for the interconversion is identified, as well as the relative stability of the two
stereoisomers for two different substituents: diphenyl and methyl. Activation barriers are found
to be not much above 10 kcal/mol in all cases and therefore all stereoisomers are expected to be
present in solution. We also investigate the relative stability of reactants, intermediates and
products for four, differently-substituted iminium cations undergoing the aza-Cope – Mannich
tandem reaction. In addition, activation barriers for each step of the reaction are calculated.
Regardless of substituent size and position, the energetics of the reaction do not predict either cis
or trans acylpyrrolidine product to be favored.

Finally, the epimerization of these

acylpyrrolidine products is examined by considering two possible mechanisms: keto-enol
tautomerism and retro-Mannich - Mannich cyclization. The data suggest that epimerization is not
likely to occur via either mechanism, as one of the intermediates common to both pathways is
too high in energy.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
There are innumerable molecular components in our everyday world that are vital for the
way in which we live. Sugars are among these components. Sugars are referred to as
monosaccharides, disaccharides or polysaccharides depending on specific structure. [1]
Monosaccharides are carbohydrates, like glucose and fructose, that can’t be converted into
smaller sugars by hydrolysis. Disaccharides are made of two simple monosaccharides bonded
together through glycosidic linkages. Table sugar, sucrose, is actually a disaccharide composed
of one glucose ring bonded to a fructose ring. Polysaccharides are assembled from many simple
sugar units: cellulose, which is made up of several thousand glucose units linked together, is an
example of a polysaccharide. [1] Sugars are central players in the metabolism of most animals,
including humans. With such important roles, it is no wonder that sugars are substances that we
wish to understand and control. Sugar mimics are chemical compounds with small structural
differences from sugars, but similar chemical behavior. One way of creating a sugar mimic is to
replace the oxygen atom in the ring with the isoelectronic N-H group. An example of a sugar and
its mimic is illustrated in Figure I1. [2]

"O" replaced by "NH"
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Nojirimycin (sugar mim ic)

Figure I1 - Structure of glucose and its mimic nojirimycin.
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Sugar mimics can be used not only as artificial sweeteners and other applications of food
chemistry, but they have been used extensively in disease research. As an example, treatment of
diabetes can be aided by use of sugar mimics such as 1-deoxynojirimycin, which inhibits the
action of the sugar metabolizing enzyme glucosidase. Similar iinhibitory
nhibitory abilities could be used in
treatment of other diseases such as HIV. [3]
These sugar mimics are not limited to a single fused ring structure like that of
nojirimycin. Alexine (shown in Figure I2)
2) is an example of a disaccharide that occurs naturally
natur
and, like other polyhydroxylated pyrrolizidine alkaloids
alkaloids, has the ability to act as a mimic form of
sugar in its interaction with glycosidases. [4] In addition, alexine belongs to a class of
compounds that contain acylpyrrolidine moieties (a five-member nitrogen-containing
containing ring with
an acyl (R-C=O) group) and serve as organocatalysts,
ysts, drugs and drug candidates.
candidates For example,
darifenacin,[5] has been used to treat overactive bladder while many antibiotics are derived from
lincomycin.[6]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure I2 - Structure
Structures of (a) darifenacin, (b) alexine and (c) lincomycin.
lincomycin

One synthetic approach to this class of compounds is the cationic aza-Cope
aza
[3,3]sigmatropic rearrangement followed by a Mannich cyclization (see Scheme 1).[7]
1).[ This reaction
allows for control of the relative stereochemistry of the products depending on the geometry of
5

the precursor iminium cation.[8] However, the factors that influence iminium cation geometry in
highly functionalized systems have not been fully determined.
Scheme 1
aza-Cope
rearrangement

Mannich
cyclization
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In this aza-Cope rearrangement—Mannich cyclization,[8-11] the double bond geometry
of the iminium cation 2a-b translates into the relative stereochemistry between R” and the acyl
group in the acyl pyrrolidine product 4a-b (Scheme 1). The trans-pyrrolidine 4a would arise
from the E-iminium cation, while Z-iminium would produce the cis-pyrrolidine 4b.[12] In
principle, these iminium cation isomers are in equilibrium via a reversible, acid-catalyzed
condensation reaction between a ketone or aldehyde such as aldehyde 2 and an amino alcohol 1.
In this work we investigate three aspects of the reaction in Scheme 1, all of which have
implications for our ability to control stereochemistry. First we analyze the interconversion
between isomers 2a and 2b via rotation along carbon-carbon single bonds. In the second part of
the work we compare two possible mechanisms for the acid-catalyzed epimerization between
species 4a and 4b. Finally, we describe the entire energy pathway between iminium cation 2 and
the Mannich product 4.
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CHAPTER II – THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1)

The Schrödinger Equation [1
[15]

In the early 1900’s, the fundamental laws of motion dictated by classical physics were found
to be inadequate in order to explain the newly observed phenomena of light waves exhibiting
particle behavior and particles exhibiting wave behavior. In 1926, Erwin Schrödinger published
publis
his results on wave mechanics in which he derived an expression that described the wave-like
wave
behavior of particles and this result is now known as the time
time-independent
independent Schrödinger equation.
In order to justify such an expression, we begin from the clas
classical
sical Hamiltonian that represents
the energy of the system and is equal to the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy.
(1)
One of the main results of special relativity is an expression that relates the energy of a
particle to its momentum, rest mass and the speed of light.
(2)
In describing the photoelectric effect, Einstein took the idea proposed by Bohr that the energy of
a light particle, a photon, was proportional to its frequency.
(3)
For a photon with zero rest mass, combining (2) and (3) and making use of c=
c=λf
λf gives (4).
(4)
We now have expressions that relate total energy and momentum of a light particle to its
wavelength and frequency. If it is assumed tha
that this wave-particle
particle duality is not unique to light
particles, but to all particles, wave properties of “particles” can be ascertained.
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Consequently, it is possible to describe any particle using a wave equation. One of the
main results of Fourier analysis is that any wave can be written using sinusoidal functions, which
can be represented in complex form using Euler’s Equation (eiθ=cosθ+i*sinθ).
+i*sinθ). So by Fourier
analysis, it is only necessary to consider plane waves henceforth. We can represent an arbitrary
arb
plane wave as a complex exponential with propagation vector,

.
(5)

If we assume that any particle can be described by a plane wave, multiplication by appropriate
constants, application of the Laplacian operator and us
use of (4) produces (6).

(6)
This suggests that application of appropriate operators on a wave
wave-function
function will “extract” the
momentum via an eigenvalue equation. This appropriate operator is the momentum operator and
is given by (7).
(7)
In a similar manner, multiplication by appropriate constants, application of a time derivative
operator and use of (3) produces (8).
(8)
This suggests that application of appropriate operators on a wa
wave-function
function will “extract” the
energy of a system via an eigenvalue equation. This appropriate operator is the energy operator
and is given by (9).
(9)
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If we replace momentum and energy variables from (1) with the associated operators
operato (7 and 9)
operating on the wavefunction, we arrive at (10), which is the time
time-dependent
dependent Schrödinger
Equation.
(10)
Replacing the first term in parenthesis with (11), which is known as the Hamiltonian operator,
renders this equation more compact, as shown in (12).
(11)
(12)
Equation (12) can be simplified further by applying the method of separation of variables.
This method assumes that the solution can be written as a product of two func
functions,
tions, ψ(x,y,z) and
χ(t),
(t), where the spatial dependence is wholly described by ψ and the temporal dependence is
wholly described by χ.. After applying this technique, it is easy to show that determining the
spatial wavefunction reduces to solving (13), where E is simply a constant.
(13)
The spatial wavefunction need not always be a real valued function. Its physical
interpretation is that (ψ*ψ)dxdydz
)dxdydz is the probability of finding a particle in a region dxdydz. This
forces the restriction
on that the wavefunction be normalized, or that the probability of finding the
particle anywhere is 1, as shown in (14).
(14)
2.2)

The Molecular Hamiltonian

The previous discussion was restricted to a single particle. In order to account for systems
consisting of more than one particle, we must modify Schrodinger’s equation using the
9

molecular Hamiltonian. The molecular Hamiltonian is the expanded form of the general
Hamiltonian from Schrödinger’s equation as it applies to molecular system
systems.
s. It accounts for the
kinetic energy of all nuclei and electrons, the negative nuclear
nuclear-electron
electron potential energy, and the
positive electron-electron
electron and nuclear
nuclear-nuclear
nuclear potential terms. These are the first, second, third,
fourth and fifth terms of (15) respectively.
spectively.

(15)
In (15), nuclear variables are expressed as capital letters and electron variables are expressed
as lower case letters, Z is the atomic number of a particular nucleus, e is the elementary charge,
is the permittivity
ivity of free space and
2.3)

is the mass of the electron.

The Born-Oppenheimer
Oppenheimer Approximation

Unfortunately there are no analytical solutions to the time
time-independent Schrödinger equation
for many-electron
electron systems. Therefore, a series of approximations must be used in order to arrive
at a reasonable approximate solution for molecular systems. The first is the Born-Oppenheimer
Born
approximation, in which we assume that nuclear motion occurs on a much longer time scale than
electronic motion. This is a more than reasonable approximatio
approximation
n because the much larger masses
of the nuclei result in negligible motion relative to that of the electrons. This can be easily seen
by substituting the mass of a nucleus and that of an electron in the kinetic energy term for a
particle,

, which leads to

. Consequently, the term representing nuclear

kinetic energy is approximately zero and can be factored out of the molecular Hamiltonian to
produce the electronic Hamiltonian, given by (16).
10

(16)
The Schrödinger equation then becomes

, where the e subscript

denotes the “electronic” form of each term (based on electrons’ motion alone). In this modified
form, the wave function becomes a function of the electron displacement vectors and it must be
approximated using numerical methods. In addition, Ee represents the ground state energy for a
fixed nuclear geometry. The next step of the Born
Born-Oppenheimer
Oppenheimer approximation reintroduces the
previously omitted nuclear kinetic energy term and ssubstitutes
ubstitutes in the approximated potential
function,

, and is given by (17).
(17)

The f subscripts are to indicate the final form of the Schrödinger’s equation. From here,
vibrational, translational, and rotational motions ar
aree separated and the eigenvalue E represents
the total energy of the molecule. The Born
Born-Oppenheimer
Oppenheimer approximation works in general when
the potential energy surfaces from the electronic Schrödinger equation are well separated. When
two or more potential energy
rgy surfaces approach or cross, this approximation becomes invalid and
other methods must be utilized.
2.4)

The Variational Principle

The form of the Schrödinger equation shown in (13) is that of an eigenvalue equation. It can
be shown that the wavefunctions th
that
at satisfy the Schrödinger equation, or eigenfunctions, form a
complete orthonormal basis for the vector space of all wavefunctions. Consequently, if φ is any
normalized, well behaved function of the coordinates of the system’s particles, we can express it
as a linear combination of the system’s eigenfunctions, as shown in (18).
eigenfunctions of the system satisfies (19).
11

Each of the

(18)
(19)
In quantum mechanics, observable quantities are extracted from tthe
he wavefunction using
operators. In this manner, we can calculate the average value of the observable as would be
obtained after many experimental measurements. This average value is known as the expectation
value. For a given operator,
integral,

, the expectation value is calculated by evaluating the expectation

. For example, the Hamiltonian is the energy operator and will extract

the energy of the system when applied to the wavefunction. This is shown in (20), where it is
assumed that the summation and integrals can be exchanged.

(20)
The Kronecker delta (δkj=1 if k=j, 0 else) arises because the eigenfunctions are an orthonormal
set. For the same reason, the squared coefficients sum to unity

and since E1 is

the lowest energy, E1≤Ek for all k. We simply replace Ek by E1 for all energies to produce the
desired inequality. If the function is not normalized, (20) becomes (21).
(21)
As a consequence,, for any choice of φ,, the energy obtained will be bound by the true ground
state energy of the system. In principle, we can choose a function of any form as a “trial
wavefunction” and minimize it with respect to some variable parameters. In practice, the trial
wavefunctions are usually linear combinations of Gaussians,

, where ci and ai are the

variable parameters. This method will produce an energy that is always above the actual ground
state energy and will approach the actual ground state energy as it is minimized.
12

2.5)

Molecular Orbitals

Another approximation used to solve molecular syst
systems
ems is that the wavefunction can be
represented using linear combinations of atomic orbitals. These atomic orbitals give a
probabilistic description of where electrons are located most of the time. In multi-atom
multi
systems,
i.e. molecules, individual atomic oorbitals
rbitals can overlap in such a way to provide an orbital
spanning the entire molecule, otherwise known as a molecular orbital. In general we assume that
the wavefunction is a linear combination of hydrogenic atomic orbitals as given by (22). This is
known ass the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximation.
(22)
The φi’s in (22) are the basis set functions used in linear expansion of the molecular orbitals.
Typically, these basis functions are taken to be Gaussian functio
functions
ns as they are computationally
simple to work with. Using this approximation and the variational principle, the parameters of
the basis set functions are varied until a minimum energy is reached. In practice, only the ci
parameters are varied in most molec
molecular orbital calculations.
2.6)

Hartree-Fock Equations

The Hartree-Fock
Fock SCF procedure is a method for obtaining approximate wavefunctions for
molecular orbitals. This approach has lost its place as the primary method used in molecular
orbital calculations to Density
nsity Functional Theory, which we discuss below. However, HF is the
basis of modern computational techniques; hence it is still useful to discuss it here.
The closed shell orthogonal Hartree
Hartree-Fock
Fock molecular orbitals satisfy (23), where εi is the
energy of the ith molecular orbital and

is the

Fock operator.
13

(23)
In the definition of the Fock operator,

is the Coulomb operator and

is the exchange operator

defined by (24) and (25)) respectively.
(24)
(25)
The

operator accounts for the Coulomb force that one electron experiences due to the average

field of the remaining r electrons over the molecular system. The

operator accounts for the

fact that electrons may switch between orbitals and must obey the Pauli Principle, which dictates
that all wavefunctions must have antisymmetric behavior with respect to the exchange of any
two particles.
At this point the LCAO approximation (22) can be used as a starting point for the SelfSelf
Consistent-Field
Field iterative process, where we substitute the linear combination of basis set
functions in place of the wave function. Subsequently, multiplication by the complex conjugate
of the
he wavefunction (i.e., the linear expansion of basis functions) produces (26). This is in fact
one of a set of b simultaneous linear homogenous equations in the b unknowns that describe the
ith MO, where b is the number of basis set functions.
(26)
Where Frs and Srs are given by (27) and (28) respectively.
(27)
(28)
Each of the csi in (26) is a parameter that can be varied while searching for the
approximate wavefunction. In practice, these parameters are varied until a lowest energy
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configuration is reached after selecting an initial guess for the wavefunction. Then the csi’s are
varied until a lower energy is reached, and this new function is used as a starting point for the
whole procedure
ocedure again. This is repeated until a variance in the energy between iterations of the
procedure and the next reaches some lower bound determined to be within the desired accuracy.
2.7)

Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory (DFT) differs from th
the HF-SCF
SCF method in that DFT accounts for
electron correlation. In the HF-SCF
SCF method, the interactions between electrons are averaged over
the entire molecule and don’t take into account the fact that electron interactions vary with
respect to position. Electron
ctron correlation is very important for the description of bonding in
chemical systems, where electrons spend considerable time in close proximity to one another.
DFT allows for electron correlation and is only marginally more computationally intensive than
the HF-SCF
SCF method, while providing much greater accuracy.
Probably the largest difference between DFT and other methods is that DFT does not actually
attempt to solve for the wavefunction. Instead, all molecular electronic properties are calculated
by using the ground-state
state electron probability density. This was proven to be an acceptable
method in 1964 by Hohenberg and Kohn. The electron probability density, ρ, is a function of
only the three spatial variables, x, y and z. According to the Hohenberg
Hohenberg-Kohn
ohn theorem, the
ground state of the system is a function of electron density, as shown in (29), where T represents
the kinetic energy, VNE represents the nuclear
nuclear-electron interactions and VEE represents the
electron-electron
electron interactions. The subscript v is to emphasize that the energy depends on the
potential energy function of the system.
(29)
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Unfortunately, the Hohenberg
Hohenberg-Kohn
Kohn theorem does not tell us how to actually obtain ρ or
how to extract the energy from ρρ. The Kohn-Sham method
d provides a process for obtaining ρ by
considering a fictitious reference system, s, of n non-interacting electrons. Each one of these
electrons experiences the same external potential energy, so that the ground state density is equal
to the reference density,

. Kohn and Sham showed that the energy can be written

as in (30)
(30)
where
(31)
and
(32)
In order to evaluate (30), we need to obtain the ground state electron density. It has been
b
proven that the electron probability density of such an nn-particle
particle system is given by (33), where
θi is the spatial part of each spin--orbital.
(33)
The only unknown terms in (30) are therefore the last two,
be approximated by exchange and correlation functional terms,

. These can
. Ex is defined by

the same expression used in HF theory (see (25)) except that in this case HF orbitals are replaced
by KS orbitals, which leads to (34). The KS orbitals are solutions to the Kohn
Kohn-Sham
Sham Schrödinger
equation for a fictitious system of non
non-interacting
cting particles that has the same electron density as
the system of interacting particles that we are interested in.
(34)
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Just as the HF SCF procedure iterates the wavefunction to find the lowest energy, the KS
equations are iterated until
til the exchange and correlation terms reach self
self-consistency
consistency between
successive iterations. There are other, more advanced density functional methods that take
advantage of different hybrid functionals, such as the Local Density Approximation (LDA), the
Local-Spin-Density
Density Approximation (LDSA) and the Gradient
Gradient-Generalized
Generalized Approximation
(GGA). These functionals incorporate additional terms to account for the variation of electron
density with position by including the gradients of the density, as shown in (3
(35).
5). Here ρα and ρβ
are the densities associated with particles with spins α and β, respectively.
(35)
The method used in this work is the popular gradient corrected correlation functional introduced
by Lee, Yang and Parr (LYP). This fun
functional
ctional is given by (36) where LDA, GGA and HF are
defined above.
(36)
2.8)

Basis Sets

Ideally, the wavefunction should be expressed as a linear combination of basis set functions,
where the size of the basis set is infinite. Obviously, this is nnot
ot practical: the number of basis
functions must be finite, but the larger the basis set, the more accurate the description of the
wavefunction. In addition, Slater type orbitals (STOs), which decay exponentially from the
nuclear coordinate, most closely rresemble
esemble the hydrogenic atomic orbitals that molecular orbital
theory uses as the basis to build molecular orbitals. However, STOs are cumbersome to integrate
and eventually it was realized that these types of orbitals can be written as linear combinations of

17

Gaussian functions. Again, the larger the number of Gaussians (called primitive Gaussians) used
to represent a given hydrogenic function, the better the fit.
Since bonding between atoms primarily involves valence as opposed to core electrons,
the valence electrons are usually represented using multiple Gaussian functions. These so-called
split-valence basis sets allow the valence electrons to adjust more readily to specific chemical
environments. The notation representing these types of orbitals is X-YZWG, where X is the
number of Gaussians used to generate the core functions, and Y, Z and W indicate that the
valence electrons are composed of three functions that are linear combinations of Y, Z and W
Gaussian orbitals. Another common modification to basis sets is the addition of functions that
describe p, d or f atomic orbitals; these are known as polarization functions because they allow
the orbitals to become more asymmetric and therefore more flexible when bonding within the
molecular geometry. These polarization functions are notated by writing the types of orbitals that
were added in parenthesis after the standard notation. For example, in the 6-311G(d,p) basis set
(the one used throughout this work) six primitive Gaussians are used to describe each core
orbital; a split basis is used to describe the valence orbitals, with three, one and one primitive
Gaussian, respectively; d polarization functions are added to heavy atoms and p functions to
hydrogen’s.
2.9)

Natural Bond Orbitals

The Mulliken population analysis was the first and most common method of chemical
interpretation of the wavefunction.[16] This method is still in use, however it fails to provide
reliable information of charge distribution which arises from assuming atoms share in bonding
equally. This method fails significantly in describing charge distribution of ionic compounds.
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These inadequacies have been proven to be dependent on the size of the basis set functions used,
where larger basis sets have shown to be more accurate.
The method of natural bond orbital population analysis attempts to solve the inadequacies
of the Mulliken population analysis. In this method, atomic orbitals are used to calculate the
charge and population of the molecular wavefunction. This ultimately produces a better
description of the electron distribution, even in ionic compounds. This type of analysis produces
orbitals that are close to the Lewis picture of electron distribution.
2.10)

Details of the Calculations

The Gaussian 03 software package was used for all calculations [17]. Structures were
optimized to a minimum using the Berny algorithm [18]. Resulting force constants were used to
calculate vibrational frequencies. Partial charges were found using the NBO full population
analysis [19]. All calculations were carried out using density functional theory. Specifically, the
hybrid method B3LYP was used, which includes Becke’s three parameter exchange-correlation
hybrid functionals and the correlation functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr. The basis set used for
all calculations was 6-311G(d,p) [20].
In Chapter 5, the basis set used for calculations of the formyl complex was 6-311G(d, p)
[20] while the acyl pyrrolidine calculations were carried out using an additional set of diffuse
functions (6-311+G(d,p) basis set).[21] The structures of 5 with the sulfonic acid or the
protonated form (6) with the sulfonate base form a loosely bound van der Waals complex. When
optimizing the structure of such complexes, it is important to keep in mind that the potential
energy surface can be quite shallow and it is therefore difficult to find the correct structure.[22]
In addition, density functionals are usually not able to describe dispersion interactions well and
the structural minima found are driven mostly by basis set superposition errors.[23] Such errors
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can be canceled by counterpoise corrections [24] and these were carried out on all optimized
two-species complexes using the Boys-Bernardi method.[25]
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CHAPTER III – INTERCONVERSION AMONG IMINIUM CATION
STEREOISOMERS VIA C-C BOND ROTATION
In this first part of the project we focus on the ability of iminium cations to scramble their
stereochemistry via rotation of C-C bonds. Specifically, we consider all possible stereoisomers
of the iminium cation precursors to the aza-Cope rearrangement (2 in Scheme 1) and the
mechanism that would allow them to interconvert, as shown in Scheme 2. In particular, we are
interested in determining the energetics of this process in order to predict the relative abundance
of the two species at equilibrium.

Scheme 2
HO

R

R

N

N

OH

To this end, Density Functional calculations are used to determine the relative thermodynamic
stability of the two species, as well as the size of the activation barrier between them. The role of
the iminium substituents in the relative kinetic and thermodynamic stability of the two
stereoisomers, by using both diphenyl and methyl substituents, is also investigated.
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3.1)

Diphenyl Substituent

We begin by considering the equilibrium between iminium stereoisomers with a
sterically demanding substituent: Ph2H. The interconversion between the two isomers shown in
Scheme 2 actually involves rotation along three single bonds, shown in Figure III.1. Since it is
not possible to determine a priori in which order the rotations will occur, we explore six separate
pathways, for all possible combinations of order of rotations.

NHOPhPhRotation ARotation BRotation CNHOPhPhNHOPhPh

Figure III.1 – The three necessary rotations to interconvert between isomers.
The order of rotation for the six pathways is shown in Table III.1.
Table III.1. Order of single-bond rotation for each of the six possible pathways.
α

β

γ

δ

ε

φ

A A B B C C
B C A C A B
C B C A B A

Path α

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figure III.2.
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NHOPhPhNPhPhHONOHNPhPhPhPhOH

Rotation A
R

I1

Rotation B

Rotation C
P

I2

Figure III.2 - Sequence of rotations for path α.
Initially, the reactant structure is optimized. This optimized structure is then rotated 180º
along the appropriate single bond for an A rotation and the structure is optimized again to obtain
the first intermediate (I1). Having obtained optimized structures for the two minima on the
potential energy pathway, it is now possible to search for the transition state between them. An
initial guess at the transition state structure is obtained by performing a 90º rotation along the
appropriate bond, followed by optimization to the saddle point on the potential energy surface.
Structures for the reactant, first intermediate, and first transition state (TS1) for path α are shown
in Figure III.3, with hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.
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TS1

R

I1

Figure III.3 – Optimized structures of the reactant (R), the first transition state (TS1) and the first
intermediate (I1) for path α.

Using the optimized structure for I1, a 180º rotation is applied along the appropriate
single bond for a B rotation and the resulting structure is optimized to produce the second
intermediate (I2).

The transition state structure (TS2) is found as described above. All three

structures are shown in Figure III.4.
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TS2

I1

I2

Figure III.4 – Optimized structures of the first (I1) and second (I2) intermediates and the second
transition state (TS2) for path α.

The same procedure is used to perform a C rotation and obtain an optimized structure of
the product (P) and the last transition state for this path (TS3). Structures are shown in Figure
III.5.
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TS3

I2

P

Figure III.5– Optimized structures of the second intermediate (I2), third transition state (TS3),
and product (P) for path α.

Since we now have energies for all species in the pathway, a potential profile can be constructed
and it is shown in Figure III.6.
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Path Alpha

Energy (A.U.)

-905.52

-905.525

-905.53

-905.535

-905.54

Figure III.6 – Energy profile for path α.

An identical procedure is followed to determine optimized structures and energy profiles for the
five remaining pathways. The results are shown below.
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Path β

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figure III.7.

NHOPhPhNPhPhHONNPhPhPhPhOH

Rotation A

R

I1

Rotation C

Rotation B
P
I3
Figure III.7 - Sequence of rotations for path β.

Note that path β has the same first intermediate and first transition state as path α; refer to Figure
III.3 for the appropriate structures.

Figure III.8 shows the optimized structures for the second (C) rotation in the pathway.
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TS4

I3

I1

Figure III.8 – Optimized structures of the first (I1) and second (I3) intermediates and the second
transition state (TS4) for path β.

Figure III.9 shows the optimized structures for the third (B) rotation in the pathway.
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TS5

P

I3

Figure III.9– Optimized structures of the second intermediate (I2), third transition state (TS3),
and product (P) for path β.
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The potential energy profile for path β is shown in Figure III.10.

-905.52

Path Beta

Energy (A.U.)

-905.525

-905.53

-905.535

-905.54

Figure III.10 – Energy profile for path β.
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Path γ

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figure III.11.

NHOPhPhNPhPhOHNPhPhHONOHPhPh

Rotation B
I4

R

Rotation A

Rotation C
P

Figure III.11 - Sequence of rotations for path γ.
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I2

Figure III.12 shows the optimized structures for the first rotation in the pathway.

TS6

I4

R

Figure III.12– Optimized structures of the reactant (R), first transition state (TS6), and first
intermediate (I4) for path γ.
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Figure III.13 shows the optimized structures for the second rotation in the pathway.

TS7

I2

I4

Figure III.13– Optimized structures of the first intermediate (I4), second transition state (TS7),
and second intermediate (I2) for path γ.

Note that path γ has the same second intermediate and third transition state as path α; refer to
Figure III.5 for the appropriate structures.
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The potential energy profile for path γ is shown in Figure III.14.

-905.505

Path Gamma

-905.51

Energy (A.U.)

-905.515
-905.52

-905.525
-905.53
-905.535
-905.54

Figure III.14 - Energy profile for path γ.
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Path δ

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figure III.15.

Ph
HO

Ph

Ph

Rotation B

Ph
HO

R

I4

N
N

Rotation C

Ph

Ph
Ph

Rotation A
P

Ph

I5

HO

N

N

OH

Figure III.15 – Sequence of rotations for pathway δ.

Note that path δ has the same first intermediate and first transition state as path γ; refer to Figure
III.12 for the appropriate structures.
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Figure III.16 shows the optimized structures for the second rotation in the pathway.

TS8

I4

I5

Figure III.16 - Optimized structures of the first intermediate (I4), second transition state (TS8),
and second intermediate (I5) for path δ.
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Figure III.17 shows the optimized structures for the third and last rotation in the pathway.

TS9

P

I5

Figure III.17 - Optimized structures of the second intermediate (I5), third transition state (TS9),
and product (P) for path δ.
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The potential energy profile for path δ is shown in Figure III.18.

-905.51

Path Delta

-905.515

Energy (A.U.)

-905.52

-905.525

-905.53

-905.535

-905.54

Figure III.18 - Energy profile for path δ.
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Path ε

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figure III.19.

Ph
HO

R

Ph

Ph
HO

Rotation C

N

Ph

I6

N

Rotation A

Ph

P

Ph

Rotation B

Ph

Ph

I3

N

N
OH
OH

Figure III.19 – Rotations under pathway ε.
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Figure III.20 shows the optimized structures for the first rotation in the pathway.

TS10

R
I6

Figure III.20 - Optimized structures of the reactant (R), first transition state (TS10), and first
intermediate (I6) for path ε.
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Figure III.21 shows the optimized structures for the second rotation in the pathway.

TS11

I6

I3

Figure III.21 - Optimized structures of the first intermediate (I6), second transition state (TS11),
and second intermediate (I3) for path ε.

Note that path ε has the same third transition state and final product as path β; refer to Figure
III.9 for the appropriate structures.
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The potential energy profile for path ε is shown in Figure III.22.

Path Epsilon
-905.52

Energy (A.U.)

-905.525

-905.53

-905.535

-905.54

Figure III.22 - Energy profile for path ε.
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Path φ

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figure III.23.

Ph
HO

Ph
HO

Ph

Ph

Rotation C

R

I6

N

N

Rotation B
Ph

Ph
Ph

Rotation A
N

Ph
HO

P

N

OH

I5

Figure III.23 – Rotations under pathway φ.

Note that path φ has the same first intermediate and first transition state as path ε; refer to Figure
III.20 for the appropriate structures.
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Figure III.24 shows the optimized structures for the second rotation in the pathway.

TS12

I6
I5

Figure III.24 - Optimized structures of the first intermediate (I6), second transition state (TS12),
and second intermediate (I5) for path φ.

Note that path φ has the same second intermediate and third transition state as path δ; refer to
Figure III.16 for the appropriate structures.
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The potential energy profile for path φ is shown in Figure III.25.
-905.51

Path Phi

-905.515

Energy (A.U.)

-905.52

-905.525
-905.53

-905.535
-905.54

Figure III.25 - Energy profile for path φ.

Table III.2 lists the relevant species in the six reaction pathways.
Table III.2 – The different species in each possible pathway.
Path

Species

α

R

TS1

I1

TS2

I2

TS3

P

β

R

TS1

I1

TS4

I3

TS5

P

γ

R

TS6

I4

TS7

I2

TS3

P

δ

R

TS6

I4

TS8

I5

TS9

P

ε

R

TS10

I6

TS11

I3

TS5

P

φ

R

TS10

I6

TS12

I5

TS9

P

The energies (in a.u.) of the various species in each pathway are shown in Table III.3.
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Table III.3 – The energies of each species in each pathway in atomic units.

R

α
β
-905.408 -905.408

γ
δ
ε
φ
-905.408 -905.408 -905.408 -905.408

1st TS

-905.390 -905.390

-905.396 -905.396 -905.399 -905.399

1st Int

-905.408 -905.408

-905.398 -905.398 -905.406 -905.406

2nd TS

-905.398 -905.399

-905.380 -905.394 -905.390 -905.393

2nd Int

-905.398 -905.405

-905.398 -905.399 -905.405 -905.399

3rd TS

-905.390 -905.396

-905.390 -905.381 -905.396 -905.381

P

-905.397 -905.397

-905.397 -905.397 -905.397 -905.397

The order of rotations for each pathway is summarized again in Table III.4.
Table III.4– The order of rotations in each pathway.
Path Rotation Order
α

A

B

C

β

A

C

B

γ

B

A

C

δ

B

C

A

ε

C

A

B

φ

C

B

A
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Each species must overcome an activation barrier associated with each of the three transition
states corresponding to different rotations. These activation barriers are shown in Table III.5.
Table III.5 – Activation barriers (kcal/mol) for each rotation in each pathway starting from
structure R and ending on structure P.
Activation Barriers (kcal/mol)

Rotation A

Rotation B

Rotation C

α

11.16

6.52

5.31

β

11.16

5.90

6.00

γ

7.75

11.35

5.31

δ

7.75

2.71

10.83

ε

5.57

10.14

6.00

φ

5.57

7.87

10.83

For comparison purposes, the activation barriers for the “reverse” direction pathways are
included in Table III.6.
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Table III.6 – Activation barriers (kcal/mol) for each rotation in each pathway starting from
structure P and ending on structure R.
Activation Barriers (kcal/mol)

Rotation A

Rotation B

Rotation C

α

4.86

0.26

10.80

β

0.83

4.37

10.80

γ

4.86

11.16

1.47

δ

9.68

3.02

1.47

ε

0.83

9.62

4.20

φ

9.68

3.26

4.20

From the relative energies of the reactant and product listed in Table III.3, the computed
energy difference between the two enantiomers is 6.63 kcal/mol, with the product isomer being
higher in energy. After examining the data Tables III.3-III.5, it appears that the rate limiting step
for the conversion between the two enantiomers is the A rotation in each pathway. This is not
surprising since this rotation involves the bulky iminium cation substituents, which in the course
of the rotation must swing past the back side of the open six-membered ring. A composite of all
energy profiles is shown in Figure III.26.
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Composite of all paths
-905.505
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-905.51

Energy (A.U.)

-905.515

-905.52

-905.525
Alpha
Beta

-905.53

Gamma
Delta

-905.535

Epsilon
Phi

-905.54

Figure III.26 – A composite energy profile for the six pathways.
The pathway with the lowest activation barrier for the rate-limiting step (A rotation) is
pathway ε. In addition, this pathway also has the smallest activation barrier for its initial rotation
(rotation C in the forward direction). In the forward direction, pathway φ has the same low
activation barrier for its initial rotation; however, pathway φ goes through higher energy
transition states and intermediates than pathway ε, namely the 2nd intermediate and 3rd transition
state. The 2nd transition state in pathway φ is at a lower energy than the 2nd transition state in
pathway ε but the later species in pathway φ are at much higher energies and it would seem
unlikely that it would be the optimal path to be followed. The argument for the best pathway for
the reverse reaction is that path ε still has the lowest energy barrier for the rate limiting step. In
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conclusion, the results of the calculations indicate that the preferred path to interconvert between
the two isomers from Scheme 2 is likely to be pathway ε.
3.2)

Methyl Substituent

We now repeat the same calculations as in the previous section, but with a methyl
substituent on the iminium cation in order to investigate whether the size of the substituent
drastically affects interconversion. The sets of rotations needed remain the same as the diphenylmethyl substituted cations. The equilibrium for methyl substituted cations is illustrated below.
HO

CH 3

CH 3

N

N

OH

Figure III.27 – Equilibrium between the two stereoisomers will provide an insight into the effects
of substituent size.

As stated before, the necessary rotations remain the same and are illustrated below.
HO

HO

HO
CH3

CH3

CH 3

N

N

N

Rotation A

Rotation B

Rotation C

Figure III.28 – The three necessary rotations for interconversion.
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The possible pathways remain the same as those illustrated in Table III.1. As the details of the
possible paths remain the same for this set of calculations, only the schematics and calculated
structures will be given.
Path α

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figures III.27 and III.28.
HO

CH 3

CH3

N

N

HO

CH 3

CH 3

N

N
OH

OH

Figure III.27 - Sequence of rotations for path α.
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Figure III.28 - Optimized structures for path α.
Path β

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figures III.29 and III.30.
HO

CH 3

CH 3

N

N

HO

CH3

CH3

N

N
OH

Figure III.29 - Sequence of rotations for path β.
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Figure III.30 - Optimized structures for path β.
Path γ

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figures III31 and III32.
HO
CH 3

HO

N

CH 3
N

CH3

CH 3

N
N
OH
OH

Figure III.31 – Sequence of rotations for path γ.
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Figure III.32 - Optimized structures for path γ.
Path δ

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figures III33 and III34.
HO
CH 3
CH 3

HO
N

N

CH3
HO

N

CH 3
N

OH

Figure III.33 – The sequence of rotations for path δ.
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Figure III.34 - Optimized structures for path δ.
Path ε

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figures III35 and III36.
HO

HO
CH3

CH 3

N

N

CH 3

CH 3

N

N
OH
OH

Figure III.35 – The sequence of rotations for path ε.
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Figure III.36 - Optimized structures for path ε.
Path φ

The sequence of rotations for this path is illustrated in Figures III37 and III38.
HO

HO
CH 3

CH 3

N

N

CH3
HO

N

CH3
N

OH

Figure III.37 – The sequence of rotations for path φ.
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Figure III.38 - Optimized structures for path φ.

The energies (in a.u.) of the various species in each pathway are shown in Table III.7.
Table III.7 - The energies of each species in each pathway in atomic units.
α

β

γ

δ

ε

φ

R

-444.323 -444.323

-444.323

-444.323

-444.323

-444.323

1st TS

-444.307 -444.307

-444.311

-444.311

-444.314

-444.314

1st Int

-444.324 -444.324

-444.314

-444.314

-444.32

-444.32

2nd TS

-444.313 -444.314

-444.296

-444.309

-444.306

-444.309

2nd Int

-444.314 -444.321

-444.314

-444.314

-444.321

-444.314

3rd TS

-444.305 -444.312

-444.305

-444.297

-444.312

-444.297

P

-444.313 -444.313

-444.313

-444.313

-444.313

-444.313
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Each species must overcome an activation barrier associated with each of the three transition
states corresponding to different rotations. These activation barriers are shown in Table III.8.
Table III.8 - Activation barriers (kcal/mol) for each rotation in each pathway starting from
structure R and ending on structure P.
α

10.37

6.80

5.25

β

10.37

6.11

6.01

γ

7.56

11.18

5.25

δ

7.56

2.77

10.33

ε

5.99

9.15

6.01

φ

5.99

7.33

10.33

For comparison purposes, the activation barriers of the “reverse” direction pathways are included
in Table III.9.
Table III.9 - Activation barriers (kcal/mol) for each rotation in each pathway starting from
structure P and ending on structure R.
Rotation A

Rotation B

Rotation C

α

Alpha

4.86

0.26

10.80

β

Beta

0.83

4.37

10.80

γ

Gamma

4.86

11.16

1.47

δ

Delta

9.68

3.02

1.47

ε

Epsilon

0.83

9.62

4.20

φ

Phi

9.68

3.26

4.20
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From the relative energies of the reactant and product listed in Table III.7, the computed
energy difference between the two enantiomers is 6.50 kcal/mol, with the product isomer being
higher in energy. After examining the data Table III.7-III.9, it appears that the rate limiting step
for the conversion between the two enantiomers is still the A rotation in each pathway. This
matches the pathway predicted for the other substituted iminium cation. A composite of all
energy profiles is shown in Figure III.39.

Composite of all paths (Me)
-444.29
0

2

4

6

8

-444.295
-444.3
Energy (A.U.)

Alpha
-444.305

Beta
Gamma

-444.31

Delta
-444.315

Epsilon
Phi

-444.32
-444.325
-444.33

Figure III.39 - A composite energy profile for the 6 pathways.
The pathway with the lowest activation barrier for the rate-limiting step (A rotation) is
pathway ε. The energy barriers for all paths of the methyl substituted iminium cation are
comparable to those of the diphenyl substituted iminium cation. In both cases path ε is
kinetically favored. These results indicate that the size of the substituent on the iminium cation
does not significantly alter the energy profile of the reaction.
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3.3)

∆E for the Interconversion
The energy difference between the two stereoisomers (6.63 kcal/mol) appears to be

unusually large for a pair of stereoisomers. It is known that unfavorable 1,3-diaxial interactions
such as the one present in the product stereoisomer are of the order of a couple of kcal/mol. For
instance, the steric strain due to 1,3-diaxial interactions between a –CH(CH3)2 substituent and a
hydrogen atom is reported to be on the order of 1.1 kcal/mol.[1] We have therefore investigated
the bonding and structural differences between the two isomers in an attempt to account for this
large energy difference.
Specifically we have inspected distances between non-bonded atoms that are less than
2.5 Å, as these may account for unfavorable steric interactions. These differences were summed
and showed a general tendency for the separation to be less in the product but only by a total of
1.87 Å. This indicates that there should be slightly more steric interactions in the product. We
also compared the total nuclear-nuclear repulsion energies, which are 1799.262 a.u. for the
product and 1809.621 a.u. for the reactant. This would point to a more stable product and
therefore does not explain the observed energy difference.
To investigate whether the observed energy difference is due in part to electronic factors,
we analyzed the off-diagonal elements of the overlap matrix, as these values are related to the
strength of the bond between atoms. No significant differences were found. Next, we considered
the sum of the occupied molecular orbital energies but there is very little difference between the
reactant (-276.43 a.u.) and the product (-276.66 a.u.).Since stability is often related to the size of
the HOMO-LUMO gap, those values were also compared, but again resulted to be very similar.
When comparing the HOMOs of the product and reactant, it was observed that the HOMO
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energy for the reactant was actually higher than that of the product. Similar energy differences
were observed for the LUMOs as well. HOMO and LUMO values are listed in Table III.10.
Table III.10 – Energy values for HOMO and LUMO in reactant and product.
Orbital Reactant

Product

Difference (P-R)

HOMO

-0.36035

-0.36585

-0.00550

LUMO

-0.20460

-0.21005

-0.00545

0.15575

0.15580

Gap

Stabilization can also occur through second-order effects, such as electron density
donation from occupied bonding or lone pair orbitals to virtual antibonding or Rydberg orbitals
in the same molecule. A Natural Bond Order analysis [16] was conducted on both molecules ,
but again the product isomer showed a larger number of donor-acceptor interactions (1098.31
kcal/mol than the reactant (1094.65 kcal/mol). The next step was to determine whether the
relevant differences between stereoisomers were due to the size of the phenyl substituents; to
investigate this issue we performed geometry optimization calculations on the same
stereoisomers where the iminium phenyl substituents were replaced by hydrogen atoms and
methyl groups. These energies are shown in Table III.11. Clearly, the ~6 kcal/mol energy
difference persists with all three substituents.
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Table III.11 – Energy values for the iminium cations with different substituents.
Energy

Energy Difference

(a.u.)

(kcal/mol)

Substituent

Species

CH3

Reactant

-444.32

Product

-444.31

Reactant

-522.98

Product

-522.97

Reactant

-906.54

Product

-906.53

C(CH3)3
CHPh2

6.496

6.038

6.629

At this point, we need to determine whether our choice of method and basis set is
producing artificially high energy differences.

To this end, we have performed high-level

calculations on a system where the energy difference is well known and has been experimentally
determined: methyl cyclohexane in the chair conformation. The energy difference between axial
and equatorial conformers of chair methyl cyclohexane is reported to be on the order of 7.6
kJ/mol (1.8 kcal/mol).[2] We compare two isomers with the methyl substituent in the axial and
equatorial position, respectively. Our computed values for methyl cyclohexane using high-level
calculations (G3MP2B3) are listed and compared to the values computed lower level
calculations (DFT) in Table III.12.
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Table III.12 – Computed energy values for the different conformers of methyl cyclohexane using
different methodologies.
Methyl Position

Method
G3MP2B3 DFT

Axial

-274.520

-275.266

Equatorial

-274.523

-275.270

Energy Difference

a.u.

0.002716 0.003438

kcal/mol

1.704

2.158

From Table III.12, it is apparent that higher level calculations agree with experiment.
These higher level calculations were then extended to the iminium cations. As a result of the
large computational expense associated with the use of high order calculations, the iminium
cations with hydrogen substituents were investigated first. The results of the high and low level
calculations are illustrated in Table III.13.
Table III.13 - Computed energy values for the iminium cations with methyl substituent using
different methodologies.
Species

Method
G3MP2B3 DFT

HR

-443.240

-444.323

HP

-443.231

-444.313

0.009331

0.01035

5.856

6.496

Energy Difference

a.u.
kcal/mol
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Next, high end calculations were attempted on iminium cations with methyl and phenyl
substituents. Unfortunately, the calculations could not be completed due to their length and
memory requirements. Since these calculations could not be performed, a comparison of the
th
completed high level calculations with their respe
respective
ctive lower level calculations were used to
provide insight into whether the energy values are artificially high. Th
These
ese values are listed in
Table III.14.

Table III.14 – Energy differences calculated in high and low level calculations for respective
species in kcal/mol.
Energy Difference [Axial--Equatorial] (kcal/mol)

Method
G3MP2B3

DFT

Methyl cyclohexane

1.70

2.16

Iminium cation (R=CH3)

5.86

6.50

These small differences in energy indicate that the calculated energy using DFT is not
widely variant from the actual value. It is therefore reasonable to expect the energy difference
between the specific pair of iminium cations with phenyl substituents to be in the neighborhood
of 5-6 kcal/mol.
hermochemical analysis was carried out on both isomers at 298 K and 1 atm. Gibbs
A thermochemical
free energy
ergy values are given in T
Table III.15. Since we have the free energy change available
through the internal energy change calculations, we may calculate an equilibrium constant using

(37)
These calculations
lculations were performed at 298 K so we obtain Keq values for the interconversion
between the two isomers for both the methyl and diphenyl substituents. These Keq values are
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displayed in Table III.15 as well. Using K values we can calculate expected percentage of
reactant present at equilibrium; also in Table III.15.

Table III.15 – ∆G values for the substituted cations are used to calculate Keq and product
distribution.
Methyl

Diphenyl

∆G(kcal)

6.073

6.526

∆G(J)

2.541 x 104

2.730 x 104

K

3.532 x 10-5

1.646 x 10-5

% reactant

>99%

>99%

In conclusion, we predict that the equilibrium heavily favors the reactant and trace
amounts, if any, of product will be observed. We also predict that pathway ε is the preferred
mechanism for interconversion of the two with the largest activation barrier being on the order of
10 kcal/mol. Lastly, steric bulk of the iminium substituent does not seem to be a factor in shifting
the equilibrium in either direction.
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CHAPTER IV – STEREOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF SUBSTITUENTS IN AN AZACOPE-MANNICH TANDEM REACTION

In this chapter we analyze the two-step reaction: aza-Cope rearrangement of the iminium
cation, followed by Mannich cyclization to the acylpyrrolidine ring. For each step, we calculate
the total energy of the intermediates (from which we can determine their relative thermodynamic
stability) and the activation energy (which gives information about relative kinetic stability).
This information will enable us to draw the overall energy profile for the tandem reaction. We
carry out this analysis for four iminium cations, where R’=CHPh2 or CHMePh and R”=CH3 or
H. Varying the substituents in this manner will allow us to determine the influence of steric bulk
at these two positions on the stereochemical outcome of the reaction.
Scheme 3 illustrates how each of the iminium cation stereoisomers can give rise to eight,
stereochemically unique Mannich products, given the presence of three stereocenters. Of course,
when R”=H, only two stereocenters remain.

Scheme 3
HO

HO

HO

HO
R'

R'

R'

N

N

N

R ''

R ''

R ''
N
R'

R ''

The eight acylpyrrolidine stereoisomers and the iminium cations they originate from are shown
in Scheme 4. We assume that all iminium cation stereoisomers will be present in solution, as we
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have shown in the previous chapter that interconversion among them occurs via a kineticallyand thermodynamically-accessible sequence of three C-C bond rotations. Since the highest
activation barrier for such rotations was determined to be approximately 10 kcal/mol using the
same type of substituents listed above, we cannot eliminate any of the iminium cation
stereoisomers from consideration.
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R' '

4.1)

R’’ = Hydrogen, R’ = S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl

This choice of substituents results in the loss of a stereochemical center at the R”
position. Consequently, structures 5a-8a in Scheme 4 are equivalent to structures 9a-12a. The
optimized structures of intermediates and transition states in reactions 5-8 (Scheme 4) are shown
in Figures IV.1-IV.4, respectively.

Figure IV.1 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 5a to 5b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.
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Figure IV.2 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 6a to 6b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.

Figure IV.3 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 7a to 7b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.
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Figure IV.4 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 8a to 8b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.
As indicated by the large red X in Figure IV.1, for the 5a to 5b pathway no transition
state could be identified for the Mannich cyclization step because the resulting pyrrolidine ring is
not a stationary state on the potential energy surface (in other words, the Mannich product does
not form). In addition, some of the other Mannich products, namely 7b and 8b, exhibit a slightly
elongated C-C bond, which gives a deceivingly ‘open’ appearance to the ring.
4.2)

R’’ = Hydrogen, R’ = Diphenylmethyl

In this set of calculations the identity of the R’ substituent has changed but again only
four structures need to be considered (5-8a in Scheme 4). The optimized structures of
intermediates and transition states are illustrated in Figures IV.5-IV.8.
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Figure IV.5 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 5a to 5b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.

Figure IV.6 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 6a to 6b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.
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Figure IV.7 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 7a to 7b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.

Figure IV.8 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 8a to 8b pathway;
R’’=formyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.
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As for the S-ethyl-1-phenyl substituent, in the 5a to 5b pathway no transition state could
be identified for the cyclization step because the Mannich product is not stable. Pyrrolidine rings
with an elongated C-C bond are observed in 7b and 8b.
4.3)

R’’ = Methyl, R’ = S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl

In this set of calculations R” is a methyl group, restoring the third stereochemical center.
In this case eight pathways need to be considered (5-12 in Scheme 4). Optimized structures for
intermediates and transition states are in Figures IV.9-IV.16.

Figure IV.9 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 5a to 5b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.
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Figure IV.10 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 6a to 6b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.

Figure IV.11– Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 7a to 7b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.
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Figure IV.12 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 8a to 8b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.

Figure IV.13 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 9a to 9b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.
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Figure IV.14 – O Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 10a to 10b
pathway; R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.

Figure IV.15 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 11a to 11b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.
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Figure IV.16 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 12a to 12b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=S-Ethyl-1-Phenyl.

In this case, three pathways do not lead to a stable Mannich product, as shown in Figures
IV.9, IV.13 and IV.16. Elongated C-C bonds are observed in 6b, 7b, 8b and 11b.
4.4)

R’’ = Methyl, R’ = Diphenylmethyl

This is the analogous set to the one above, except the R’ substituent is diphenyl methyl.
Optimized structures of all intermediates and reactants for reactions 5-12 in Scheme 4 are
illustrated in Figures IV.17-IV.24.
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Figure IV.17 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 5a to 5b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.

Figure IV.18 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 6a to 6b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.
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Figure IV.19 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 7a to 7b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.

Figure IV.20 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 8a to 8b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.
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Figure IV.21 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 9a to 9b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.

Figure IV.22 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 10a to 10b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.
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Figure IV.23 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 11a to 11b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.

Figure IV.24 – Optimized structures for intermediates and transition states, 12a to 12b pathway;
R’’=Methyl, R’=Diphenylmethyl.
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In this case, three pathways do not lead to a stable Mannich product, as shown in Figures
IV.17, IV.21 and IV.23. Elongated C-C bonds are observed in 6b, 7b, 8b and 12b.
4.5)

Energy Profiles

In this section we compare the four sets of pathways described above. Recall that the
primary goal of this portion of the work is to determine whether a particular combination of
substituents would be more likely to increase the product ratio of stereoisomers. Specifically, we
focus on cis/trans isomers of the R” and R’ ring substituents, since they can be easily
distinguished experimentally. In the energy profiles shown below we distinguish pathways that
lead to a cis product, by labeling them as blue, from pathways leading to a trans product, labeled
red. When R”=H, cis and trans refer to the relative orientation of the formyl and R’ substituents;
in this case there are only four possible products, namely those produced by reactions 6, 7, 10
and 11. Figures IV.25 and IV.26 show the energy pathways for reactions 6, 7, 10 and 11 where
R’=diphenylmethyl and S-ethyl-1-phenyl, respectively.
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R'' = H, R'= Diphenylmethyl
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Figure IV.25 – Reaction pathways for reactions 6, 7, 10 and 11 with R’’ = H and
R’=diphenylmethyl. Blue represents reactions that would lead to a cis product and red represents
reactions that would lead to a trans product.

R'' = H, R'= S-ethyl-1-phenyl
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Figure IV.26 – Reaction pathways for reactions 6, 7, 10 and 11 with R’’ = H and R’= S-Ethyl-1phenyl. Blue represents reactions that would lead to a cis product and red represents reactions
that would lead to a trans product.
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Two major conclusions can be drawn from inspection of Figures IV.25 and IV.26: the
most obvious one is that the aza-Cope rearrangement is the rate-limiting step in all reactions. In
addition, we note that blue and red paths are not widely separated, so that neither isomer appears
to be preferred, either from a thermodynamic or kinetic standpoint. The latter is reinforced by
the data in Table IV.1, which shows the overall ∆E for the aza-Cope – Mannich reaction and the
activation barrier for the aza-Cope rearrangement. Although reactions leading to trans products
tend to be more endothermic, there is in fact only a difference of a few kcal/mol between the two
types of products. In a similar fashion, although the aza-Cope activation barriers range from 17
to 27 kcal/mol, both cis and trans have some low and some high barriers. Finally, we note that
the Mannich product did not form in pathway 6 with either substituent.

Table IV.1 – Aza-Cope rearrangement activation barriers and overall energy change for the each
of the reactions with R”=H.
Reaction

6

7

10
trans

cis

R”=H

11

R’=S-ethyl-1-phenyl
∆E (kcal/mol)

N/A

-2.33

1.77

3.22

aza-Cope Ea

17.69

20.19

16.93

25.44

∆E (kcal/mol)

N/A

-0.72

-0.7

3.71

aza-Cope Ea

18.5

20.7

17.01

26.56

R’=Diphenylmethyl
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When R”=methyl, there are eight possible reactions, as shown in Scheme 4. We still consider the
relative orientation of the formyl and R’ substituents to determine whether the product is cis or
trans, but now for each conformation there are two possible orientations of the R” substituent.

Figures IV.27 and IV.28 show the energy pathways for all reactions where R’=diphenylmethyl
and S-ethyl-1-phenyl, respectively. Again blue pathways lead to a cis product and red pathways
to a trans product.
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R'' = methyl, R'= diphenylmethyl
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Figure IV.27 – Reaction pathways for reactions 6-12 with R’’ = methyl and R’=diphenylmethyl.
Blue represents reactions that would lead to a cis product and red represents reactions that would
lead to a trans product.
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R'' = H, R'= S-ethyl-1-phenyl
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Figure IV.28 – Reaction pathways for reactions 6, 7, 10 and 11 with R’’ = methyl and R’= Sethyl-1-phenyl. Blue represents reactions that would lead to a cis product and red represents
reactions that would lead to a trans product.

As for the previous case, we note that the aza-Cope rearrangement is the rate-limiting
step. Again, there is no clear separation between red and blue pathways, pointing to a lack of
differentiation between cis and trans products. The relevant data is shown in Table IV.2. All
reactions are endothermic, with ∆E values ranging from less than one to ten kcal/mol. However,
neither cis nor trans reactions are less endothermic as a group. The same conclusions can be
reached in terms of kinetic stability by examining activation energies.
substituents, the Mannich product did not form in pathways 1 or 6.
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For this set of

Table IV.2 – Aza-Cope rearrangement activation barriers and overall energy change for the each
of the reactions with R”=Methyl.
Reaction

5

7

9

11

6

cis

R”=Methyl

8

10

12

7.26

N/A

trans

R’=S-ethyl-1-phenyl
∆E (kcal/mol)

N/A

3.01

6.78

10.02

N/A

0.78

aza-Cope Ea

25.29

26.27

22.50

27.95

23.93

25.00 26.58 33.08

∆E (kcal/mol)

N/A

4.03

N/A

10.44

N/A

2.85

aza-Cope Ea

21.48

26.93

22.28

32.90

24.11

22.73 20.66 30.83

R’=Diphenylmethyl

5.13

8.74

In conclusion, the data indicates that neither cis nor trans product is expected to be
predominant, either from a thermodynamic or kinetic standpoint. Therefore it can be expected
that it would be extremely difficult to attempt to selectively repress or promote any one reaction
over another one by thermal or kinetic means. This suggests that obtaining stereocontrol of the
final product will have to be accomplished by other means.
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CHAPTER V – COMPARISON OF TWO EPIMERIZATION PATHWAYS

In this third and last phase of the project we considered the possibility of epimerization
after the aza-Cope – Mannich reaction, which would impact the stereochemical outcome. This is
of particular concern because these reactions are typically performed under acidic conditions. In
the presence of an acid, epimerization between 4a and 4b in Scheme 1 can occur by two
mechanisms: tautomerization and a retro-Mannich-Mannich pathway.

We examine each

pathway using the particular acylpyrrolidine product shown below, where epimerization would
interconvert between the cis (5b) and trans (5a) isomers.

H 3C

O

H 3C

N

O

N

H 3C

H 3C

CH 3
CH 3

CH 3
CH 3

5a

5b

Figure V.1 – The acylpyrrolidine stereoisomers investigated in this work.
In addition to the relevance to the synthesis of polyhydroxylated pyrrolizidine alkaloids
described above, polycyclic compounds that include a pyrrolidine ring are of interest because
many of them exhibit pharmacological activity.[13] These include hypoglycemic and
antibacterial activity, analgesia, and inhibition of angiotensin converting enzyme.[14]
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The two probable mechanisms for the epimerization reaction shown in Figure V.1 are
detailed in Schemes 5 and 6. The first (Scheme 5) is a form of the well-studied phenomenon of
keto-enol tautomerism, where an interconversion between a ketone and an enol is catalyzed by
an acid present in solution. The enol form of the molecule (7) has no stereoisomers and when
the molecule is deprotonated, the stereochemistry of the resulting ketone is scrambled (5a or 5b).

Scheme 5
O

AO

O
H

A

H

OH

H

N

A-

5a
O

N

5a,b

N

N

6a,b

7

N

5b

The second (Scheme 6) is a retro-Mannich–Mannich mechanism, in which an acid molecule
catalyzes the reverse of the Mannich cyclization shown in Scheme 1, followed by a bond rotation
and a Mannich cyclization. Here the stereochemistry is scrambled when the pyrrolidine ring is
opened (8) and can subsequently reform in the cis or trans configuration.
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Scheme 6
O
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H 2C
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8

5.1)

Formyl Substituent

Keto-Enol Tautomerism Mechanism

We begin the investigation with a simpler model of the system of interest,
specifically with a formyl substituent to the pyrrolizidine ring, instead of the actual acyl
group.

In addition to the possible cis-trans stereochemistry with respect to the

formyl/methyl substituents of the ring, the nitrogen atom is also a chiral center. There are
therefore four stereoisomers of each species in the mechanisms that must be investigated,
as shown in Figure V.2. Note that these correspond to 5 in Schemes 5 and 6.
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Figure V.2 – structure of the four possible stereoisomers, illustrated using the reactant species in
the mechanisms.
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Optimized structures of the four stereoisomers are shown in Figure V.3.

5a

5c

5b

5d

Figure V.3 – optimized structures of the four stereoisomers shown in Figure V2.

Optimized structures were also obtained for the protonated cations of the stereoisomers
and are shown in Figure V.4. Note that these correspond to 6 in Schemes 5 and 6.
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6a

6c

6b

6d

Figure V.4 – optimized structures of the four protonated stereoisomers.

The same procedure was followed to obtain optimized structures for the two isomers of
the next intermediate in the keto-enol mechanism (7 in Scheme 5). These are shown in Figure
V.5.
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7a,b

7c,d

Figure V.5 – optimized structures of the two stereoisomers for the second intermediate in the
keto-enol mechanism.
Since the distinction between cis and trans isomers no longer exists, 7a and 7b represent the
same molecule and 7c and 7d represent the same molecule.
The next step is to include a molecule of the acid that catalyzes this reaction. The actual
experiments are carried out in the presence of camphorsulfonic acid (C10H16O4S – see Figure
V.6); as this acid is rather large and would prove computationally difficult to model, we
employed (CH3)3CCH2SO3H as a reasonable substitute. The optimized structure for the acid (9)
and its conjugate base (10) are shown in Figure V.7.
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Figure V.6 – thee structural formula for camphorsulfonic acid, the actual acid used in the reaction.

9

10

Figure V.7 – optimized structures of the sulfonic acid employed in the calculations (9)
( and its
conjugate base (10).
For this set of calculations, the optimized structures of the two molecules (5a
( and 9 or 6a
and 10,, for example) are brought in proximity to each other and then the entire structure is
optimized. It is important that the distance between molecules (approximately 4 Å for these
systems) and their relative orientation be the same for each pair. See the ‘Details of the
calculations’ section for more information. The result represents a minimum (reactant,
intermediate, or product) on the potential energy surface for the reaction. Optimized structures
s
resulting from reaction of each of the four stereoisomers of 5 are shown in Figures V.8-V.11.
V
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5a with 9

6a with 10

7a,b with 9

Figure V.8 – optimized structures of 5a with 9, 6a with10, and 7a,b with 9.
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5c with 9

6c with 10

7c,d with 9

Figure V.9 – optimized structures of 5c with 9, 6c with 10, and 7c,d with 9.
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5b with 9

6b with 10

7a,b with 9

Figure V.10 – optimized structures of 5b with 9, 6b with 10, and 7a,b with 9.
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5d with 9

6d with 10

7c,d with 9

Figure V.11 – optimized structures of 5d with 9, 6d with 10, and 7c,d with 9.

Using the calculated single point energies for the optimized structures with the
appropriate counterpoise corrections, it is possible to construct an energy profile of the keto-enol
reaction pathway for the mechanism for each set of isomers. This is shown in Figure V.12.
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Figure V.12 -Energy profile for the keto-enol tautomerism mechanism. Energies are shown
relative to the lowest value among all stereoisomer pathways.
Note that the various isomers of 7 are very similar in energy as there is no longer a
distinction between cis and trans isomers.

Also, the protonated intermediate (6) with its

sulfonate counter ion is much higher in energy than either 5 or 7 with the sulfonic acid molecule.
The instability of this intermediate is associated with breaking of a C-C bond and opening of the
ring, which is observed in three of the four isomers. In the fourth isomer (6b) the bond is
elongated but a distorted ring is maintained.
To further investigate the stability of this intermediate with respect to protonation and
deprotonation, we placed the optimized structure for 6a in proximity to the optimized structure
for the sulfonate anion in a way that would allow the base to abstract the tertiary hydrogen, thus
leading to 7a,b. When this pair of molecules was allowed to optimize together, the hydroxyl
hydrogen moved back to form sulfonic acid and the structure for 5a. In order to understand why
the OH group is deprotonated preferentially to the tertiary hydrogen, we analyzed the
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electrostatic potential mapped onto the electron density at various stages in the optimization
process described above (see Figure V.13).

Figure V.13 - Electrostatic potential mapped onto electron density for the attempted abstraction
of the tertiary hydrogen of 6a. Four maps are shown at different stages in the optimization
process, as the sulfonate base (10) deprotonates the hydroxyl substituent.
Although the tertiary hydrogen initially moves toward the base, the low electron density
around the hydroxyl substituent (as evidenced by the blue color) makes it the preferred site of
abstraction. This inherent instability of the protonated intermediate may be alleviated by using
an acyl rather than a formyl substituent. The following section details calculations on these
systems.
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5.2)

Acyl Substituent

As with the previous systems, there are four possible stereoisomers (shown in Figure
V.14) and we will use the same numbering scheme as above.
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H 3C
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CH 3 H 3C
CH 3

CH 3
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H 3C

N
H 3C

O

N
CH 3

CH 3

H 3C

CH 3
CH 3

5c

5d

Figure V.14 – The four stereoisomer with acyl substituent.
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Optimized structures for the 5 stereoisomers are shown in Figure V.15.

5a

5c

5b

5d

Figure V.15 – optimized structures of the stereoisomers shown in Figure V16

As was done for the formyl-substituted structures, we performed counterpoise calculations for
each pair of molecules. Optimized structures are shown in Figure V.16.
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5a with 9

5b with 9

5c with 9

5d with 9

Figure V.16 – optimized structures of the four stereoisomers of 5 with 9.
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Optimized structures for the 6 stereoisomers in are shown in Figure V.17.

6a

6c

6b

6d

Figure V.17 – optimized structures of the 6 stereoisomers, acyl substituent

Note that, following protonation, again one of the bonds in the cis isomers breaks and the ring
opens. Since the remaining single bonds can free-rotate at room temperature, 6a and 6c are
essentially the same structure.
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Structures used for the corresponding counterpoise calculations are shown in Figure V.18.

6a,c with 10

6b with 10

6d with 10

Figure V.18 – optimized structures of the four stereoisomers of 6 with 10.
Structures 5 and 6 are in common to both mechanisms.

We now need to consider the two mechanisms separately, since the third intermediate differs.
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5.2.a) Keto-Enol Tautomerism Mechanism

To obtain the third intermediate in the keto-enol mechanism, the tertiary hydrogen is
removed and each structure is allowed to optimize. Again, since the distinction between cis and
trans isomers has been removed, only two distinct isomers remain. The optimized structures are

shown in Figure V.19.

7a,b

7c,d

Figure V.19 - Optimized structures of the stereoisomers of 7, acyl substituent

We next carry out counterpoise calculations for the stereoisomers of 7 with the
corresponding sulfonic acid (9) as described above for the formyl-substituted compounds. The
resulting structures are shown in Figure V20.
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7a,b with 9

7b with 9

7d with 9

Figure V.20 – optimized structures of the stereoisomers of 7 with 9.
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Using the calculated single point energies for the optimized structures with the
appropriate counterpoise corrections, it is possible to construct an energy profile of the keto-enol
keto
reaction pathway for each set of iso
isomers. This is shown in Figure V.21.
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keto-enol
enol tautomerism mechanism. Energies are shown
Figure V.21 - Energy profile for the keto
relative to the lowest value among all stereoisomer pathways.

5.2.b) Retro-Mannich - Mannich Mechanism
The optimized structures for the third intermediate in the retro
retro-Mannich
Mannich – Mannich
mechanism are obtained in the following manner: starting with the optimized structures for the 6
isomers, the C-C
C bond that is already lengthened in isomers 6b and 6d is broken.
broken Next, the
opposite bond in the ring is rotated so as to open the ri
ring
ng completely. The resulting structures
are then fully optimized.
d. These are shown in Figure V
V.22.
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8a,c

8b

8d

Figure V.22 - Optimized structures of the stereoisomers of 8, acyl substituent.

Again we carry out counterpoise calculations for the stereoisomers of 8 with the
corresponding anion (10) as described above for the formyl-substituted compounds.
resulting structures are shown in Figure V.23.
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The

8a,c with 10

8b with 10

8d with 10

Figure V.23 – optimized structures of the stereoisomers of 8 with 10.
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Using the calculated single point energies for the optimized structures with the
appropriate counterpoise corrections, it is possible to construct an energy profile of the keto-enol
keto
reaction pathwayy for each set of iso
isomers. This is shown in Figure V.24.
Note that when the acylpyrrolidine substrate is protonated ((6 and 8),
), the energy increases
drastically, even with the counterpoise correction. This points to a basic instability of the
protonated species.
ecies. However, energies do seem to be very dependent on the relative position of
the two molecules in the counterpoise calculation. In the next section, we detail efforts to
optimize the relative position of the two species in order to arrive at a more reliable set of
energies.
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5.3)

Optimizing relative position in counterpoise calculations

The object of the calculations described in this section is to determine the optimum
distance and relative orientation between the two fragments in any of the counterpoise
calculations such that the basis set superposition error is taken into account but the two
molecules are not reacting with each other (as in a transition state).[26] In other words, we want
to find the energy for the local minimum representing the intermediate on the potential energy
surface for the mechanism under consideration.[27]
In order to determine the correct orientation between the two fragments, we need to know
the shape of the interacting molecular orbitals. For example, we would expect the HOMO of 5
to interact with the LUMO of 9 in the first step of both mechanisms. Figure V.25 shows the
surfaces corresponding to the HOMO of 5a and the LUMO of 9.

Figure V.25 – Electron density surfaces for the HOMO of 5a (left) and the LUMO of 9.
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The LUMO of the acid is large and diffuse (large red protrusion centered on the acidic proton),
indicating that this molecule can receive electron density at a range of angles. On the other hand,
the HOMO of the pyrrolidine shows only a small amount of electron density on the oxygen to be
protonated. This appears to be a small p-like orbital oriented perpendicular to the C-O bond. In
fact, the largest portion of the HOMO is centered on the nitrogen atom, indicating that this would
be the preferred site of protonation. This information suggests that the two molecules should be
oriented so that the acidic proton of the acid is pointing directly at one of the lobes of the p-like
orbital of the oxygen to be protonated.
In order to decide which lobe provides the most favorable overlap, we carried out two
scan calculations. In each of these, the acid molecule is positioned so that its acidic hydrogen is
directed along one lobe of the p orbital on the oxygen; when the approach is such that the overlap
would occur with the green lobe, we named the approach ‘top’, for overlap with the red lobe the
approach is ‘bottom’ (see Figure V.26). In each scan calculation, the distance between the acidic
proton and the oxygen of the pyrrolidine is varied from 7.0Å to 1.0Å in 0.1Å steps. The energy
of the two fragments is calculated at each step in the scan. The results, shown in Figure V.27,
clearly indicate that the bottom approach results in much more stable energies; in addition, a
‘minimum’ energy is observed at a distance of 4.05Å.
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Figure V.26 – Initial structures for the distance scan calculations; bottom approach is on the left,
top approach on the right.
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Figure V.27 – Energy profiles for the distance scan calculations. Energies are relative to the
minimum of both scans.
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The next step is to optimize the relative orientation of the O-H bond of the acid with
respect to the carbonyl bond in 5a (see Figure V.28). This is done by varying the dihedral angle
between these two bonds in a third scan calculation where the value of the bond is varied from
60° and 240° in 20° steps. The distance between atoms is kept at 4.05Å.

The results, shown in

Figure V.29, indicate that the initial value of the dihedral angle (60°) corresponds to the
minimum energy configuration.

Figure V.28 – Initial structures for the dihedral angle scan calculation.
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Figure V.29 – Energy profile for the dihedral scan calculation.
The last variable to be optimized is the angle defined by the O-H bond of the acid and the
O atom of the pyrrolidine. This is done with a fourth scan calculation where the distance and
dihedral angle are kept at the previously-determined values and the angle in question (shown in
Figure V.30) is scanned between -45° and +45° in 5° increments. The results, shown in Figure
V.31, indicate that the optimum value for this angle is 5°.

Figure V.30 – Initial structures for the angle scan calculation.
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Figure V.31 – Energy profile for the angle scan calculation.

Finally, the fully optimized structure for the 5a and 9 fragments is shown in Figure V.32.

Figure V.32 – Minimized structure of 5a with 9.
A counterpoise calculation at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory using the structure in
Figure V.32 yields a total energy of -1344.3605 a.u. This calculation had been completed already
but without optimizing the relative location of each molecule as in Figure V.17. The energy for
the system using that method was -1344.3291 a.u. (or 19.5 kcal/mol) between the two methods.
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This shows us that optimizing the relative location of the two groups prior to optimizing the
system will result in an overall lower energy, which is what was expected.
We now perform a similar calculation on the 6a and 10 pair in order to obtain the second
point on the potential energy graph. The initial structure is obtained by starting with the
structure in Figure V.32 and moving the proton from the acid to the pyrrolidine. Unfortunately,
the optimization results in the proton falling back to the acid, even after the optimized protonated
substrate was placed in the same optimized location relative to the sulfonic acid as was done for
the system in Figure V.32. The resulting structure is shown in Figure V.33 [28].

Figure V.33 – Structure of 6a and 10 after optimization.

This result indicates that protonation of the substrate at the carbonyl oxygen is
energetically unfavorable. One more attempt was made to force the hydrogen abstraction after it
was postulated that interactions with the solvent may stabilize the transfer. To this end, the last
optimization attempt was repeated in the presence of the reaction solvent, acetonitrile.
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Unfortunately, the outcome did not change. An intermediate step in the optimization sequence is
shown in Figure V.34.

Figure V.34 – An intermediate step in the optimization of 6a and 10 in acetonitrile solvent.
Confirming our conclusion at the end of the previous section, the protonated pyrrolidine
does not appear to be stable.

To make sure that these results are not an artifact of the

calculations, we perform the same calculation on an acid-base pair where the proton exchange is
known to occur.
5.4)

Proof of concept: a known acid-base reaction

We investigate the reaction between triethylamine and sulfonic acid 9. The optimized
structure of the triethylammonium ion is shown in Figure V.35. The sulfonic acid used in our
modeling should have a pKa similar to that of methyl sulfonic acid; since the pKa of
triethylammonium ion is reasonably high (~7) equilibrium favors the triethylammonium ion. In
this proof-of-concept calculation, we place the sulfonic acid and triethylammonium ion in the
same relative orientation as 6a and 10 in Figure V.33 and optimize the system. The results
confirm what was expected, namely that the proton remained on the triethylamine, as illustrated
in Figure V.36. This verifies that our methodology is valid and we can definitely conclude that
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epimerization between acylpyrrolidine stereoisomers is not likely to occur. In fact, experimental
results indicate that epimerization does not occur in solution; rather, it most likely occurs during
the separation step, when the solution containing the mixture of products passed through a silica
column.

Figure V.35 – The optimized structure of triethylammonium ion.

Figure V.36 – The triethylammonium ion and sulfonate ion in their optimized configuration.

To gain insight as to why protonation of acylpyrrolidine is energetically unfavorable, we
investigate the relative energies of the precursor structures, 2a and 3a in Scheme 1 with respect
to those of the protonated (6a) and unprotonated (5a) acylpyrrolidines. Optimized structures for
these two molecules are shown in Figure V.37.
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Figure V.37 – Optimized structures of 2a (left) and 3a.
Relative energies of the relevant species are shown in Figure V.38. This comparison is helpful
because it places the intermediates of the proposed epimerization reaction in the context of the
overall aza-Cope –Mannich mechanism.
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Figure V.38 – Relative energies of the four species involved in Scheme 1
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It is clear from Figure V.38 that the intermediates of the aza-Cope rearrangement have a
significantly higher energy than the Mannich product. Since both epimerization mechanisms
involve an intermediate that is similar to the aza-Cope product, they would entail overcoming a
very large energy barrier and are unlikely to occur to any meaningful extent.
In summary, the two proposed mechanisms for epimerization between stereoisomers of
acylpyrrolidine 4 proceed via the same intermediate (6a), which is much higher in energy than
either stereoisomer. This is probably due to the fact that protonation at the carbonyl oxygen is
not favored under reaction conditions. Consequently, we can conclude that epimerization is not
likely to occur via either a tautomerization or retro-Mannich mechanism.
experimental results support this conclusion.
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Preliminary

CHAPTER VI – CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have used Density Functional methods to investigate three aspects of the
multi-step synthesis of substituted acylpyrrolidines. To begin with, we examined the ability of
the iminium cation intermediate to scramble its stereochemistry prior to the aza-Cope
rearrangement step. In Chapter III we determined that interconversion between stereoisomers
occurs via a sequence of three C-C bond rotations. The activation barriers for these steps range
from less than one to no more than eleven kcal/mol. The actual values are primarily determined
by the identity of the bond undergoing rotation and are not much influenced by the order in the
sequence of rotations or the identity of iminium substituent. In addition, the interconversion
appears to be quite endergonic and therefore we predict that the equilibrium heavily favors one
of the two stereoisomers. However, since the kinetic barriers are relatively low, we expect all
possible stereoisomers to be accessible at the start of the aza-Cope rearrangement. In addition,
since substituent size does not seem to change this outcome, there does not appear to be an
obvious way to favor one stereoisomer over the other at this point in the reaction.
Subsequently, we explored the tandem aza-Cope – Mannich reaction leading to the
acylpyrrolidine product. Again, we investigated both thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of the
reaction using a variety of substituents. The data, presented in Chapter IV, indicates that the
rearrangement is the rate-determining step in all cases. However, the reaction profiles leading to
the cis product intersect those leading to the trans product, so that neither isomer is expected to
be predominant. Again, this conclusion holds true regardless of the nature of substituents.
Finally, we considered the possibility of epimerization of the acylpyrrolidine product,
which would lead to further scrambling of the stereochemistry. In Chapter V we examined two
possible mechanisms for epimerization: keto-enol tautomerism and retro-Mannich – Mannich
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cyclization.

In both cases, the reaction pathway includes a high-energy intermediate (the

protonate acylpyrrolidine ring) and therefore we predict that neither is likely to occur.
In summary, the data suggest that stereochemical control for this aza-Cope Mannich
tandem reaction is difficult to achieve and that varying substituent bulk is not likely to increase
the ratio of product isomers. Scrambling of stereoisomers is likely to occur before the aza-Cope
rearrangement; however, we do not predict that epimerization of the final product is likely to
occur.
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